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Details of Visit:

Author: buffalo
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 10 Sep 2011 3pm
Duration of Visit: 30 minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07773942212

The Premises:

Travel hotel - usual type of room. Plenty of parking as at a Services on A1

The Lady:

Pretty Spanish girl with good slim figure and nice small boobs - i was very happy with the way she
looked and she had a lovely smile, despite the missing tooth.

The Story:

I wish the experience had lived up to the promise of her advert on ** and the initial impression.
However, this visit proved to be a big disappointment. She started off by moaning that she had had
no bookings that day. I thought this might be in my favour as she would not be clock-watching -
Wrong!

If she told me to be quick once she did so half a dozen times. Even after I'd only been there 10
minutes! We had stripped off and I had started kissing her nice boobs but she didn't seem that keen
and asked me to get on the bed. She started off with a rather lacklustre wank in an attempt -
unsuccessful - to get me hard and wanted to get the condom on as quickly as possible.

"I thought you did oral without" I said - "Extra ?20"
"What about kissing?" - "Extra"

This, despite advertising that she did both included in her price. I didn't bother to ask about anal
which she also claims to do!

I decided to try and make the most of it though and after she had managed to get a very tight
condom on she proceeded to give a fairly pathetic blow-job; no enthusiasm and all done in a minute
or two, whereupon she lay back and said, "Let's fuck". I wasn't even close to being hard enough to
facilitate entry, but I gave it a try - and failed. I stood up and started to wnak myself over her prone,
disinterested body and gained enough stiffness to get into her in doggy position.

Even then, it was "Not so hard" and "Not so quick". I pulled out and attempted to lick her rather
attractive pussy but she didn't want to know, so I pushed back in. I was by now losing any passion I
had mustered earlier. I did persuade her to reluctantly suck me a bit more but it was ineffective by
now and I gave up after being told for the nth time to be quick. I took off the condom and asked her
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to wank me to conclusion but she couldn't even do this.

Michelle, if you want to be busy in this country and get repeat visits, you really do need to provide a
better service. 
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